[Effects of adaptive changes of vestibular system on cardiovascular regulation and orthostatic tolerance].
Astronauts may experience Space Adaptation Syndrome at the primary period in spaceflight. It is widely accepted that it is mainly caused by vestibular adaptive changes. The reverse changes of adaptation present after the return from weightlessness to normal 1 G. It may cause astronauts' postural instability and orthostatic intolerance. Evidences from animal model and some data from humans suggest that the vestibular system have influences on the sympathetic nervous system and cardiovascular control. The inputs that appear to be critical in producing these responses come from otolith receptors. The important medical problem--orthostatic intolerance in space medicine is mainly caused by cardiovascular abnormal control. It is possible that vestibular adaptive changes under microgravity may have its influence on the cardiovascular function and orthostatic intolerance.